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agents of the factory owners. A large number of villagers gave
evidence which Gandhi recorded. At night the party rested in the
village of Belwa and the next morning they returned to Bettiah.
Gandhi had recorded statements of thousands of tenants. The
local authorities were very much upset and thought that their
prestige would go down. The Bihar workers were apprehensive that
the Government would try to destroy the records and possibly extern
all the leaders from Ghamparan under the Defence of India Act.
The discussions continued till late at night. The same evening, on
April 28, Mr. Lewis sent a copy of a report which he was submitting
to the Government for Gandhi's perusal. Gandhi returned the report
with his note the same night.
On May i Gandhi ^ accompanied by Brajkishore Babu^ went to
Motihari. The next day he held a meeting of planters but nothing
came out of it. On May 3 Gandhi, after seeing the district magistrate
and the settlement officer, returned to Bettiah.
The European community in Bihar tried to influence the Govern-
ment. The local officers sent highly coloured reports. The planters
sent a deputation to the authorities asking them to stop Gandhi's
inquiry. On May 10 Gandhi was telegraphically informed by the
Chief Secretary to the Government that he should meet the Hon.
Mr. W. Maude at Patna.
Mr. Maude insisted that Gandhi should ask his assistants to leave
Ghamparan. He refused to comply with this request but agreed to
submit a report of his inquiry as soon as possible and change the
method of inquiry. On May 11 Gandhi returned to Bettiah and on
the next day a report comprising the main heads of grievances of the
tenants was prepared and copies of it were sent to Mr. Maude,
the district officers, the manager of the Bettiah raj and secretary
of the Planters' Association, and the Indian leaders.
In about 2^250 words Gandhi wrote a masterly survey of the
Champaran trouble. Nearly 4,000 ryots had been examined and
their statements taken after careful cross-examination. Several
villages had been visited and many judgements of the courts were
minutely studied.
Some of the charges made by Gandhi were; "The ryots always
have fought against it and have only yielded to force. They have
not received adequate consideration for the services. When, how-
ever, owing to the introduction of synthetic indigo the price of the

